GLOBUS AND SHOWA BEST
EXPERTS IN HAND PROTECTION

Globus is the partner of Showa Best in the UK and Ireland.

From the rigours of heavy construction to the complexity of clean room and aerospace manufacturing, workers in a wide variety of industry sectors rely on advanced and innovative hand protection solutions from Globus to successfully protect them.

Talk to one of our hand protection experts today and let us specify the right product for your needs.

281 TEMRES
The first waterproof and breathable polyurethane glove
281 TEMRES
The first waterproof and breathable polyurethane glove

Innovation makes sense when it actually contributes something useful. Each time Showa Best develops a new concept, it improves wearer comfort and safety. This ability to anticipate needs and provide solutions that eventually become benchmarks is based on unrivalled technological expertise and is fully autonomous. This independence extends to developing our own hand formers, yarns, coatings, polymers and unique manufacturing process through inspection and packaging to give us 100% quality control at every level.

“We never copy”. Showa Best is true to this founding principle and has always managed to be different, continually seeking new solutions and pursuing a single goal: to provide your best hand protection.

DESCRIPTION
- Waterproof
- Breathable membrane fixed between coating and liner
- Full double polyurethane coating
- Seamless knit
- Anatomical shape

BENEFITS
- Breathable technology keeps hands dry
- Hands are protected against water and liquids
- Fingertip finish increases protection and provides optimal grip
- Flexibility and tactility due to a thin coating and seamless liner
- Ergonomic design reduces hand fatigue
- Level 4 abrasion resistance
- Seamless for optimum comfort
- Minimal allergy risks

REGULATORY
- EN388: 2003
- Abrasion: 12
- Tear: 2
- Puncture: 4
- Cut: 1

CHARACTERISTICS
- AVAILABLE SIZES
  7S  •  8/M  •  9/L  •  10/XL
- LENGTH
  Dependent on size, in mm (flat)
- PACK/BOX
  10/100
- COLOUR
  Blue
- THICKNESS
  0.8 mm

TECHNOLOGY
Innovative membrane keeps water out while allowing warm air and moisture from inside to escape
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- TECHNOLOGY
  Innovative membrane keeps water out while allowing warm air and moisture from inside to escape

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS
- Agriculture
- Assembly
- Automotive
- Commercial fishing
- Janitorial
- Lawn and garden
- Mechanical industry
- Outdoor wet work
- Transportation

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
- Do not use in cases of chemical, electrical or thermal risk.
- Store away from light and humidity.
- Wash at 40°C max.
- Performance level as per EN388 not guaranteed after washing.
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MULTI FUNCTIONAL
BACTERIA PROTECTION
CUT PROTECTION
CHEMICAL PROTECTION
ANTI-STATIC PROTECTION
HEAT PROTECTION
COLD PROTECTION
OIL REPELLENT
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